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Windchants Villa 
Milestone Experion Centre 
Windchants Duplex Villaments 
Experio @ Experion Capital 
Windchants Penthouses & Apartments 
The Heartsong 
The Westerlies 
Experion Capital 
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          Rera Registration No : 

          Phase - 1 : PBRERA-ASR02-PR0530

			Rera Registration (Website) : 

		  www.rera.punjab.gov.in
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    An ode to a 
vibrant heritage

    The luxury of modern living that is inspired by the values and culture of Punjab, this residential haven is designed to make you take you back to your roots while still living in the future.
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          Experience the luxury of modern living right in the heart of heritage city. Enroute Darbar Sahib & spread over 93 acres, this fully developed township has been designed to take you back to your roots and give the feeling of being at home. Experion Virsa borrows its essence from the culture and values of Punjab. It is being built to celebrate the vibrant Punjabi community and is a tribute to their hearty lifestyle. The township comes with the promise of giving an International lifestyle to its residents.

        

      

       

    

  



  
    
      The entrance gate represents the two powers of Miri & Piri

    

  



  
    
      Basketball court, lawn tennis, hockey football field
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      The Collection

      Our projects come with a vision. Every project stays true to our motto, “the positive side of life.” Where every nuance and every piece of architecture is woven with the diligence of perfection we strive for. 
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          Corporate office

          8th Floor, Wing B, Milestone Experion Centre, Sector 15 Part 2, Gurugram, Haryana-122001
              
             

          Phone : +91 124 628 1630

        

      

      
        
          Singapore Office

          #16-04/05, Samsung Hub, 3 Church Street, Singapore - 049483.
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